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Standards of Practice for Radio Broadcasters of the United States of America 1954 the average american
listens to the radio three hours a day in light of recent technological developments such as internet radio some
argue that the medium is facing a crisis while others claim we are at the dawn of a new radio revolution the
concise encyclopedia of american radio is an essential single volume reference guide to this vital and evolving
medium it brings together the best and most important entries from the three volume museum of broadcast
communications encyclopedia of radio edited by christopher sterling comprised of more than 300 entries
spanning the invention of radio to the internet the concise encyclopedia of american radio addresses
personalities music genres regulations technology programming and stations the golden age of radio and other
topics relating to radio broadcasting throughout its history the entries are updated throughout and the volume
includes nine new entries on topics ranging from podcasting to the decline of radio the concise encyclopedia of
american radio include suggestions for further reading as complements to most of the articles biographical
details for all person entries production credits for programs and a comprehensive index
The Concise Encyclopedia of American Radio 2010-04-12 this newest edition of broadcast journalism continues
its long tradition of covering the basics of broadcasting from gathering news sources interviewing putting
together a programme news writing reporting editing working in the studio conducting live reports and more
two new authors have joined forces in this new edition to present behind the scenes perspectives on
multimedia broadcast news where it is heading and how you get there technology is meshing global and local
news constant interactivity between on the scene reporting and nearly instantaneous broadcasting to the
world has changed the very nature of how broadcast journalists must think act write and report on a 24 7 basis
this new edition takes up this digital workflow and convergence students of broadcast journalism and
professors alike will find that the sixth edition of broadcast journalism is completely up to date includes new
photos quotations and coverage of convergent journalism podcasting multimedia journalism citizen journalism
and more
American Broadcasting 1975 although television is now dominant radio surprisingly remains a medium of



unparalleled power and importance worldwide it continues to be the communications vehicle with the greatest
outreach and impact every indicator economic demographic social and democratic suggests that far from
fading away radio is returning to our consciousness and back into the cultural mainstream marilyn j matelski
reviews radio s glory days arguing that the glory is not all in the past b eric rhoads continues matelski s
thoughts by explaining how and why radio has kept its vitality the political history of radio is reviewed by
michael x delli carpini while david bartlett shows how one of radio s prime functions has been to serve the
public in time of disaster other contributors discuss radio as a cultural expression the global airwaves and the
economic regulatory social and technological structures of radio collectively the contributors provide an
intriguing study into the rich history of radio and its impact on many areas of society it provides a wealth of
information for historians sociologists and communications and media scholars above all it helps explain how
media intersect change focus but still manage to survive and grow in a commercial environment
Broadcast Journalism 2012-11-12 a premise of this unique encyclopedia is that radio broadcasting is so
pervasive that its importance can be easily overlooked more than 600 articles provide ample illustration of the
role this medium plays throughout the world from radio s invention to radio on the internet the cross
referenced and thoroughly indexed articles analyze over 100 years of topics programs issues people and places
and provide leads to further reading some 250 photographs give visual context to an often unseen world
scholars old time radio admirers and curious readers will appreciate the unparalleled comprehensiveness of
this source the top 20 reference titles of the year american libraries may 2004
Radio and the Printed Page 1940 a detailed study of american public radio s early history
Radio - The Forgotten Medium 2018-04-24 the biographical encyclopedia of american radio presents the
very best biographies of the internationally acclaimed three volume encyclopedia of radio in a single volume it
includes more than 200 biographical entries on the most important and influential american radio
personalities writers producers directors newscasters and network executives with 23 new biographies and
updated entries throughout this volume covers key figures from radio s past and present including glenn beck



jessie blayton fred friendly arthur godfrey bob hope don imus rush limbaugh ryan seacrest laura schlesinger
red skelton nina totenberg walter winchell and many more scholarly but accessible this encyclopedia provides
an unrivaled guide to the voices behind radio for students and general readers alike
The Museum of Broadcast Communications Encyclopedia of Radio 2004 superseded by television as the
primary source of entertainment and information radio still has a unique place in the mass media spectrum at
once powerfully pervasive and totally invisible it s a fascinating subject for study on air adopts a wide ranging
theoretical and critical approachto provide an in depth examination of radio s codes speech music noise and
silence the conventions of using these codes and the dominant modes of reception the text offers a vocabulary
and methodology for analyzing radio programs drawing on work by both media theorists and
professionalbroadcasters in britain australia and north america written by an academic and a practitioner on
air provides a critical overview of radio for media students as well as suggestions for practical activities a time
line of major events in the history of radio and a glossary of key terms
Radio's Hidden Voice 2009 during the fateful summer of 1966 a handful of restless and frustrated deejays in
new york and san francisco began to conceive of a whole new brand of radio one which would lead to the
reinvention of contemporary music programming gone were the screaming deejays the two minute doowop
hits and the goofy jingles in were the counterculture sounds and sentiments that had seldom if ever made it to
commercial radio this new and unorthodox form of radio this radical departure from the top 40 establishment
reflected the social and cultural unrest of the period underground radio had been born of a desire to restore
substance and meaning to a medium that had fallen victim to the bottom line dictates of an industry devoted to
profit in this compelling and intriguing account of the counterculture radio movement over 30 pioneers of the
underground airwaves share insights and observations and tell it like it was michael keith has interviewed
some of the most prominent figures of underground radio and has woven their reflections into a seamless
engrossing oral history of one of radio s most extraordinary moments from the first broadcasts of a screamin
jay hawkins record and a live love in and be in rock n roll concert to the ultimate corporate takeover of the



commercial underground airwaves keith provides the reader with a unique and fresh look at this turbulent era
there had never been anything like commercial underground radio before its 60s debut and there has not been
anything like it since its premature demise in the early 1970s the innovativeness and boldness of underground
radio brought a new golden age to the medium ignoring playlists rigid programming formulas and program
clocks the underground deejays attracted a dedicated following of maturing baby boomers
Broadcasting in Asia and the Pacific 1978 women and radio offers a variety of approaches to
understanding the position of women as producers presenters and consumers as well as offering guidelines
advice and helpful information for women wanting to work in radio
Biographical Encyclopedia of American Radio 2013-05-13 this comprehensive companion is a much needed
reference source for the expanding field of radio audio and podcast study taking readers through a diverse
range of essays examining the core questions and key debates surrounding radio practices technologies
industries policies resources histories and relationships with audiences drawing together original essays from
well established and emerging scholars to conceptualize this multidisciplinary field this book s global
perspective acknowledges radio s enduring affinity with the local historical relationship to the national and its
unpredictably transnational reach in its capacious understanding of what constitutes radio this collection also
recognizes the latent time and space shifting possibilities of radio broadcasting and of the myriad ways for
audio to come to us live chapters on terrestrial radio mingle with studies of podcasts and streaming audio
emphasizing continuities and innovations in form and content delivery and reception production cultures and
aesthetics reminding us that neither radio nor podcasting should be approached as static objects of analysis
but rather as mutually constituting cultural forms this cutting edge and vibrant companion provides a rich
resource for scholars and students of history art theory industry studies journalism media and communication
cultural studies feminist analysis and postcolonial studies chapter 42 of this book is freely available as a
downloadable open access pdf at taylorfrancis com under a creative commons attribution non commercial no
derivatives cc by nc nd 4 0 license



On Air 1998 by focusing on the medium of radio during world war ii horten has provided us with a window
into an important change in radio broadcasting that has previously been ignored by historians the depth of
research the book s contribution to our understanding of radio and the war make radio goes to war an
outstanding work lary may author of the big tomorrow hollywood and the politics of the american way radio
broadcasting and its impact on american life still remains a neglected area of our national history radio goes to
war demonstrates conclusively how short sighted that omission is as we enter what is sure to be another era of
contested claims of government control over freedom of speech the controversies and compromises of wartime
broadcasting sixty years ago provide an ominous example of difficult decisions to be made in the future the
alliance of big business advertising and wartime propaganda that horten so convincingly illuminates takes on a
heightened significance especially as this relationship has tightened in the last several decades when radio
and television go to war again will they follow the same course this is cautionary reading for our new century
michele hilmes author of radio voices american broadcasting 1922 1952
Voices in the Purple Haze 1997-04-30 a pioneering analysis of radio as both a cultural and material
production communities of the air explores radio s powerful role in shaping anglo american culture and society
since the early twentieth century scholars and radio writers producers and critics look at the many ways radio
generates multiple communities over the air from elite to popular dominant to resistant canonical to
transgressive the contributors approach radio not only in its own right but also as a set of practices both
technological and social illuminating broader issues such as race relations gender politics and the construction
of regional and national identities drawing on the perspectives of literary and cultural studies science studies
and feminist theory radio history and the new field of radio studies these essays consider the development of
radio as technology how it was modeled on the telephone early conflicts between for profit and public uses of
radio and amateur radio hams local programming and low power radio some pieces discuss how radio gives
voice to different cultural groups focusing on the bbc and poetry programming in the west indies black radio
the history of alternative radio since the 1970s and science and contemporary arts programming others look at



radio s influence on gender and gender s influence on radio through examinations of queen elizabeth s
broadcasts gracie allen s comedy and programming geared toward women together the contributors
demonstrate how attention to the variety of ways radio is used and understood reveals the dynamic emergence
and transformation of communities within the larger society contributors laurence a breiner bruce b campbell
mary desjardins lauren m e goodlad nina hunteman leah lowe adrienne munich kathleen newman martin
spinelli susan merrill squier donald ulin mark williams steve wurzler
Handbook of Broadcasting 1957 the history of broadcasting in las vegas began with the first radio station
kgix to crackle the airwaves in the 1920s started by j m jack heaton who ran the las vegas railroad operation
by the 1940s the railroad was no longer a major factor instead legalized gaming and the strip drove the growth
of the city and consequently radio and television maxwell kelch who was responsible for leading the effort to
publicize las vegas as a tourist destination launched the second and oldest existing radio station keno radio
and tv personalities such as coffee jim dandy red mcilvaine hal morelli hank thornley and walt reno were
household names to las vegans in the 1960s and 1970s from the 1940s and 1950s when every radio station
called a strip hotel home to the mega consolidation of the mid 1990s when big corporations took control of
many of the las vegas signals the world of radio and television in las vegas has evolved significantly today las
vegas is the 30th largest radio market in the united states
Women and Radio 2000 the purpose of this work is to provide scholars and students of popular culture with an
evaluative survey of research materials about radio an interesting introduction provides an overview of radio s
history in the u s the bibliographic essays throughout the work will hold the attention of readers and cover
topics such as networks and station histories radio drama news music comedy and variety and sports all users
will discover important sources of information and will appreciate the well written bibliographic essays
booklist following a brief historical overview on radio and its role in american life chapters offer informative
and within the confines of the format lively and enjoyable bibliographic essays on individual facets of radio as
an entertainment and information medium highly recommended choice intended to be an evaluative survey of



bibliographical material on the history and development of radio and radio programming in america this guide
identifies and discusses more than 500 written sources relating to radio music drama comedy and variety news
sports and more an introductory chapter thoroughly analyzes the historical development of the medium from
its inception during the pioneer era to the network era radio s golden age to the decline of radio in the 1950s
and finally to the radio renaissance based largely on narrowcasting that began in the 1960s and continues to
the present greenfield also examines the formation of the fcc focuses on radio s losing battle with television
the main reason for its decline beginning in 1949 and provides a cogent analysis of the creative thinking
underlying not only the concept of today s narrowcasting but of the current ascendency of the local station as
well also addresses are the press radio war of the 1930s the rise of radio drama and the enormous influence of
rock and roll music on the evolution of radio programming after world war ii a chapter is devoted to networks
and station histories and another to issues such as women in radio advertising religious broadcasting and
armed forces radio a list of selected archival collections radio organizations and associations and an index
complete the volume primarily designed for students scholars and researchers in the fields of broadcasting
and popular culture this reference deserves a place in university libraries but also has a wealth of information
of interest to radio and television professionals and because its resources include popular and fan materials as
well as standard academic and professional publications radio a reference guide provides an insightful
overview for any informed generalist with an interest in this important facet of american popular culture
The Routledge Companion to Radio and Podcast Studies 2022-06-15 the voice we hear on the radio the
voice with no body attached is a key element in the history of media in the twentieth century before television
and the internet there was radio and much of what defined the makeup of these newer media was influenced
by the way radio was broadcast to people and the way people listened to it emergency broadcastingfocuses on
key moments in the history of early radio in order to come to an understanding of the role voice played in radio
to describe national crises a fictional invasion from outer space and general entertainment taking the
hindenburg disaster the war of the worldshoax franklin roosevelt s fireside chats and the serial mysterythe



shadowas his focal points edward miller illustrates how the radio for the first time instantly communicated to a
mass audience and how that communication where the voice counts more than the image is still at work today
in television and the world wide theoretically sophisticated yet grounded in historical detail emergency
broadcastingoffers a unique examination of radio and at the same time develops a complex understanding of
the media whose birth is owed to the innovations and disembodied power established by it author note edward
d milleris chair of the department of media culture at the college of staten island cuny
Radio Goes to War 2002-02-06 the commonly accepted history of fm radio is one of the twentieth century s
iconic sagas of invention heroism and tragedy edwin howard armstrong created a system of wideband
frequency modulation radio in 1933 the radio corporation of america rca convinced that armstrong s system
threatened its am empire failed to develop the new technology and refused to pay armstrong royalties
armstrong sued the company at great personal cost he died despondent exhausted and broke but this account
according to gary l frost ignores the contributions of scores of other individuals who were involved in the
decades long struggle to realize the potential of fm radio the first scholar to fully examine recently uncovered
evidence from the armstrong v rca lawsuit frost offers a thorough revision of the fm story frost s balanced
contextualized approach provides a much needed corrective to previous accounts navigating deftly through the
details of a complicated story he examines the motivations and interactions of the three communities most
intimately involved in the development of the technology progressive era amateur radio operators rca and
westinghouse engineers and early fm broadcasters in the process frost demonstrates the tension between
competition and collaboration that goes hand in hand with the emergence and refinement of new technologies
frost s study reconsiders both the social construction of fm radio and the process of technological evolution
historians of technology communication and media will welcome this important reexamination of the canonic
story of early fm radio
The How and Why Wonder Book of Radio and TV 1976 an impressively researched and useful study of the
golden age of radio and its role in american democracy journal of american history in fireside politics douglas



b craig provides the first detailed and complete examination of radio s changing role in american political
culture between 1920 and 1940 the medium s golden age when it commanded huge national audiences
without competition from television craig follows the evolution of radio into a commercialized networked and
regulated industry and ultimately into an essential tool for winning political campaigns and shaping american
identity in the interwar period finally he draws thoughtful comparisons of the american experience of radio
broadcasting and political culture with those of australia britain and canada the best general study yet
published on the development of radio broadcasting during this crucial period when key institutional and
social patterns were established technology and culture
Communities of the Air 2003-06-19 the traditional radio medium has seen significant changes in recent years
as part of the current global shift toward multimedia content with both digital and fm making significant use of
new technologies including mobile communications and the internet this book focuses on the important role
these new technologies play and will play as radio continues to evolve this series of essays by top academics in
the field examines new options for radio technology as well as a summary of the opportunities and challenges
that characterize academic and professional debates around radio today
The Golden Age of Radio in the Home 1986 in four volumes this set analyses some key aspects of radio
broadcasting from the earliest days of radio and the impact of religious broadcasting to the development of
audience research from the cultural importance of radio to the modern strategies evolved for radio
programming the works collected here form a remarkable research tool into the analysis of radio
The First 25 Years of RCA 1944 the first ever guide to 3 800 primary and seconary sources that explore
radio s contribution to america s cultural heritage index integrates separate listings in special collections
bibliography and internet chapters and can be searched by program title person or subject
Las Vegas Radio and Television 2021 this overview of the impact of western radio and radio liberty from the
listeners perspective addresses questions of audience size and listening trends over time listeners
demographic traits and attitudes and more based on more than 50 000 interviews with soviet citizens the book



sheds light on what these broadcasts meant to listeners as the ussr moved toward a freer society
Radio 1989-07-17 boring djs who never shut up and who don t even pick their own records the same hits over
and over a constant stream of annoying commercials how did radio get so dull not by accident contends
journalist and historian jesse walker for decades government and big business have colluded to monopolize the
airwaves stamping out competition reducing variety and silencing dissident voices and yet in the face of such
pressure an alternative radio tradition has tenaciously survived rebels on the air explores these overlooked
chapters in american radio revealing the legal barriers established broadcasters have erected to ensure their
dominance using lively anecdotes drawn from firsthand interviews walker chronicles the story of the unsung
heroes of american radio who despite those barriers carved out spaces for themselves in the spectrum
sometimes legally and sometimes not walker s engaging meticulous account is the first comprehensive history
of alternative radio in the united states from the unlicensed amateurs who invented broadcasting to the
community radio movement of the 1960s and 1970s from the early days of fm to today s micro radio movement
walker lays bare the hidden history of broadcasting above all rebels on the air is the story of the pirate
broadcasters who shook up radio in the 1990sand of the new sorts of radio we can expect in the next century
as the microbroadcasters crossbreed with the even newer field of internet broadcasting
Emergency Broadcasting and 1930s American Radio 2003 like radio listeners in many other cities its size
greater cincinnatians have kept their ears tuned to their local radio stations for music news and entertainment
for nearly a century however unlike those cities cincinnati enjoyed several unique broadcast stories ranging
from some of the earliest forays into radio dramatics to the country s first 500 000 watt superpower radio
station the listeners were treated to several up and coming celebrities like doris day rosemary clooney andy
williams and fats waller the rise of three major communications corporations and ultimately an amazing array
of nationally broadcast network shows and talents that for a brief period placed the city s broadcasters behind
only new york and chicago in terms of importance with rare and often unpublished images cincinnati radio
attempts to capture the first 50 years of that golden era of cincinnati radio broadcasting in both word and



picture
I Looked and I Listened 1954 a sweeping anecdotal account of the great sounds and voices of radio and how it
became a bonding agent for a generation of american youth when television became the next big thing in
broadcast entertainment everyone figured video would kill the radio star and radio period but radio came
roaring back with a whole new concept the war was over the baby boom was on the country was in clover and
a bold new beat was giving the syrupy songs of yesteryear a run for their money add transistors 45 rpm
records and a young man named elvis to the mix and the result was the perfect storm that rocked rolled and
reinvented radio visionary entrepreneurs like todd storz pioneered the top 40 concept which united a
generation but it took trendsetting disc jockeys like alan freed murray the k wolfman jack cousin brucie and
their fast talking too cool for school counterparts across the land to turn time temperature and the same
irresistible hit tunes played again and again into the ubiquitous sound track of the fifties and sixties the top 40
sound broke through racial barriers galvanized coming of age kids and scandalized their perplexed parents
and provided the insistent inescapable backbeat for times that were a changin along with rock and roll music
came the attitude that would literally change the voice of radio forever via the likes of raconteur jean shepherd
who captivated his loyal following of night people the inimitable bob fass whose groundbreaking radio
unnameable inaugurated the anything goes free form style that would come to define the alternative frontier
of fm and a small time top 40 deejay who would ultimately find national fame as a political talk show host
named rush limbaugh from hunter hancock who pushed beyond the limits of 1950s racial segregation with
rhythm and blues and hepcat patter to howard stern who blew through all the limits with a blue streak of
outrageous on air antics from the heyday of summer songs that united carefree listeners to the latter days of
political talk that divides contentious callers from the haze of classic rock to the latest craze in hip hop
something in the air chronicles the extraordinary evolution of the unique and timeless medium that captured
our hearts and minds shook up our souls tuned in and turned on our consciousness and went from being
written off to rewriting the rules of pop culture



Early FM Radio 2010-04-01 this text describes how a diverse array of americans boxing fans radio amateurs
down and out labourers small town housewives black government clerks and mexican farmers participated in
the formation of american radio its genres and its operations
Fireside Politics 2003-05-01 first published in 2005 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa
company
Radio Content in the Digital Age 2011 before there was television before there were computers before there
was the internet with its audio and video streaming before there were cell phones ipods and ipads there was
radio beginning in the early 1920s electrical waves mysterious to many could be sent from senders or
transmitters into boxes called radios in people s homes sometimes the boxes weren t boxes at all in radio s
earliest days hobbyists built radios called crystal sets with wire and empty oatmeal boxes or similar materials
by 1930 radios were becoming massive pieces of wooden furniture proudly residing in living rooms at first the
waves carried talks and music from transmitters in cities into radios nearby but in 1926 dependable chains or
networks of radio stations were being put together with telephone wires and people in many cities could listen
to the same programs simultaneously in the 1930s local vocalists and other performers were being replaced on
the air by network shows that informed entertained and enlightened during the great depression free
entertainment coming over the radio helped ease evenings spent fretting over lack of employment and unpaid
bills programs such as fibber mcgee and molly and jack benny brought laughter into millions of homes
suspense and similar shows inspired terror and dragnet and your fbi in peace and war brought mystery as
world war ii neared and all through the conflict radio instantly brought into homes everywhere news of major
and minor events because of radio s immediacy we learned the same day when pearl harbor was attacked
when allied soldiers landed in france and when surrender agreements were signed with germany and japan in
his book brian rogers in a collection of articles based on material he has researched and written for various
radio hobby publications introduces some of the events and personalities that made up the golden age of radio
roughly from 1930 to 1960 and the decade preceding when radio was taking its first electronic baby steps he



also shares his personal story with old time radio and how with warmly glowing vacuum tubes his own hand
me down radio brought friends to a boy who thought he had no friends
Routledge Library Editions: Radio 2021-03-01 never overwhelming anyone with its geographical size rhode
island has always managed to find a niche in the broadcasting industry from the birth of radio through the
start of the department store wars in the 1920s rhode island radio became a national trendsetter the shepard
brothers created the yankee network which launched the concept of sharing programming with affiliated
stations several formats became standard bearers for listening concepts throughout the country from the top
40 format of the 1950s and 1960s to present day adult contemporary and sports talk radio rhode island
personalities and stations have played a large part in overall industry concepts and growth salty brine sherm
strickhouser jack comley ed pearson ernie anderson and don pardo are all names and voices familiar to
audiences in the ocean state and beyond
A Resource Guide to the Golden Age of Radio 2006 leonard maltin one of america s leading authorities on
film and an ardent radio buff takes us along for a fascinating oral history of radio s golden age from its
beginnings through its heyday to the bittersweet end of an era the great american broadcast is based on
hundreds of personal interviews and is filled with behind the scenes stories of some of the most colorful
personalities of the era from actors directors and writers to annoucers producers sponsors and soud effects
wizards it includes more than 100 black and white photographs and illustrations many never before published
book jacket title summary field provided by blackwell north america inc all rights reserved
Discovering the Hidden Listener 2013-09-01
Rebels on the Air 2004-06-01
Radio - the Forgotten Medium 2018-03-15
Cincinnati Radio 2011
Something in the Air 2009-04-02
The Listener's Voice 2011-10-13



Programming for TV, Radio, and the Internet 2005
Adventures in Old Time Radio 2023-05-22
Rhode Island Radio 2012
The Great American Broadcast 1997
Radio and Television 1978
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